Cognex

About Us
Cognex is the world's leading provider of vision systems, software, sensors, and industrial barcode readers used in manufacturing automation. Cognex vision helps companies improve product quality, eliminate production errors, lower manufacturing costs, and exceed consumer expectations for high quality products at an affordable price. Typical applications for machine vision include detecting defects, monitoring production lines, guiding assembly robots, and tracking, sorting and identifying parts.

e-F@ctory Solutions Provided
The Cognex and Mitsubishi Electric collaboration provides customers with a complete of the box solution that combines vision, RFID and industrial controls in a simple unified environment. These comprehensive solutions enable fast and seamless integration of motion controllers, graphical operator terminals and robotics.

Complementary Products
Programmable Controller; HMI; Robot

Core Technology
Vision

Industries Served
Automotive
Material Handling
Medical & Life Sciences
Packaging
Printing
Semiconductor
Solar